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There are many water spill or flood detectors on the market; some hard wired, some battery operated,
some free standing, some tied to central alarm systems.  The battery operated models are quite
mobile and good for seasonal tasks like spring flooding or specific tasks like the bathtub overflowing. 
The hard wired ones are always on standby in the basement for plumbing leaks, sewage back-up or
foundation leaks. 
 
PROBLEMS
The problem with battery systems in forgotten places is they may just die.  Most will give off “weak
battery” beeps like smoke alarms, but if ignored will simply die.  Hardwired ones never run out of
power but tend to be untended for such long periods of time that the contacts can get corroded or
coated so that they don’t work when the water comes. 
All that to say – choose your alarm well and schedule annual maintenance.
 
THE BATHTUB --  HIGH LEVEL WATER ALARM

Many years ago I ran across one speciality battery operated alarm that was sold for multiple uses but
the inventor confessed to me it was really designed for preventing bathtub overflow.  He made the
sensor wire out of a cable similar to the old TV antenna wires so that you could bend it to any shape –
a special feature that allows it to drop over an edge into a bathtub, a hot-tub or even a swimming pool
to tell you when you have arrived at the proper fill level.  I was fascinated in talking to him to learn that
the most difficult part of the invention was the exact proper shape of the end of the sensor, so it would
properly detect the water level.
Above you will see a video that I shot to really show  this, the most useful water alarm I have ever
used – actually one that is used every time that my wife takes a bath.  First I wet my finger as you see
in the video to make sure the battery is strong.  Then we drop it over the edge, turn on the water and
simply walk away.  It will call us back in plenty of time to turn off the water.
 
VARIATIONS ON THE THEAM
Note: September 2016 --As is often the case with a good idea, someone has improved on it.  Ideal
security has brought out the Bathtub and Sink Fill alarm - SK606-tub.  It uses a suction cup to place
the high water level inside the tub and an alarm that has a musical chime if you are not going to be far
from the bathroom when it gets filled, or you can switch to a real 105db alarm if you might be working
in the kitchen -- flip a switch for your choice.  The other good thing, it is available in some plumbing
oriented stores but also easily available from the web by clicking here for under $20.
 
MY WIFE'S JUDGMENT
So for a week I installed the suction cup model with the nicer chime -- then noticed that when I did not
start the bathwater, my wife would default back to the bent wire alarm.  Yes, she definately found that
stringing out the wires from the suction cups to the alarm, as well as thinking about the location of the
sensors each time was far too much trouble compared to dropping the pre-bent stiff wire over the
edge of the tub.  She will stick with the Rialco alarm.
Unfortunately the Rialco alarm I have been using is a bit difficult to find.  It is listed in Home Hardware
as the "9Volt High Level Water Alarm" made by Rialco, but not often stocked on the shelves,
something that Home Hardware should correct because every bathtub in the country should have one
– although you can always special order it.  To my surprise I recently found one on the shelf of a
plumbing showroom in Montreal, so it is getting known.  There are other high water level alarms, but



none that I have seen that have such an easy and reliable depth setting -- just bend the wire over the
edge to where you want the alarm to sound.  
 
A MUST HAVE HIGH LEVEL ALARM FOR EVERY BATHTUB
Yes, this is one of those few products that I use constantly and for a long time now. Check out the
video above.  And may I say -- one of those special gift items – a gift that raises eyebrows when
someone opens it and then a week later you will receive a phone call offering to wash your feet in
their bathtub as they realize that anticipation and panic has gone out of the task of drawing a bath.
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